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Session goals

• Surface structural challenges 
in P2 work

• Explore P2 through a systems 
lens

• Identify characteristics of 
processes that are both 
systemic & democratic 



Agenda
1. Why participatory systems change?
2. What is systems thinking?
3. Characteristics of Participatory Systems 

Change
4. Discussion: 

– Applications to your work
– Outstanding questions



Why link P2 and systems/design thinking?



An example....



When is the systems angle most needed?



Systems Theory

• A system is “an interconnected set of 
elements that is coherently organized in a 
way that achieves something” (Meadows)

• System thinking - the ability to understand 
those interconnections in such a way as to 
achieve a desired purpose. (Stroh)



Systems Theory Basics

• Graphic representations designed to make ideas 
visible, tangible, and consequential

• Enables a better negotiation of the tension 
between simplicity and complexity 

• Places focus on interconnections and 
relationships between things, rather than the 
things themselves

• Makes the implicit (i.e. people’s mental models) 
explicit in order to spark conversation, creativity, 
and continuous learning



Basic Features of Systems Maps

• Systems consist of three kind of things: 
Elements, interconnections, and purpose

“Changing elements usually has the least effect 
on the system” (Meadows, 16)

“Purposes are deduced from behavior, not from 
rhetoric or stated goals.” (Meadows, 14)

Meadows, Thinking in Systems



Basic Features of Systems Maps

• Systems consist of three kind of things: 
Elements, interconnections, and purpose

• Stock, inflows and outflows

• Reinforcing (vicious or virtuous) and 
balancing loops

• Leverage points

Meadows, Thinking in Systems



Key Systems Thinking Resources



Origins of Participatory Systems Change

• David Kahane had initial idea to combine 
systems and P2 fields

• Retreat with 17 thought leaders
• Report outlines six characteristics that 

enable change that is both democratic 
and systemic: 
http://www.sfu.ca/dialogue/watch-read-discover/participat

ory-systems-change.html 

http://www.sfu.ca/dialogue/watch-read-discover/participatory-systems-change.html
http://www.sfu.ca/dialogue/watch-read-discover/participatory-systems-change.html


6 Characteristics of Participatory Sys Change...

• ...uses sponsorship & governance models that enable 
participation by affected communities and enhance the 
ability to influence decisions/actions.

• ...recognizes that issue framing must enable 
participation across a broad range of perspectives and 
interests.

• ...uses sequencing and iterative processes to enable 
learning and experimentation in response to complexity.



6 Characteristics of Participatory Sys Change...

• ...allows for democratic exchanges to work through 
values trade-offs and come to informed judgement.

• ...applies methods of analysis to address complexity 
and identify opportunities to affect change.

• ...leverages mass communications strategies to 
broaden reach of democratic exchange, reach 
necessary scale to sustain change, and build a shared 
public narrative.



Back to the real world

• PSC is hard! It most often remains aspirational (for us too).
• Traditional approaches are not “bad” (right tool for the 

right job).
• Case studies to clarify concepts:

– Oregon Citizens’ Initiative Review (not PSC)
– Generation Energy (could turn into PSC)



Example - Oregon Citizens’ Initiative Review

Credit: www.healthydemocracy.org



Example - Oregon Citizens’ Initiative Review

The OCIR is a fantastic process to deepen democratic 
engagement around referenda. It is not PSC, nor is it systemic 
in nature. But it is useful to clarify/contrast concepts:

Best suited for yes/no issues rather than “wicked problems”

Sponsorship & governance for inclusion/impact ✔ Democratic exchange = informed judgement
✔

Framing enables broad participation ? Methods of analysis address complexity X

Sequencing supports learning X Mass comms builds shared public narrative
✔



Example - Generation Energy

> Gen Energy Council



Example - Generation Energy

Generation Energy was recognized internationally for the 
scale of its engagement.

It is not yet PSC, but could evolve into this in the future.

Sponsorship & governance for inclusion/impact ✔ Democratic exchange = informed judgement ✔

Framing enables broad participation ✔ Methods of analysis address complexity TBC

Sequencing supports learning           (½) Mass comms builds shared public narrative TBC



Recap - Characteristics of PSC

• Sponsorship & governance designed for inclusion/impact
• Framing enables broad participation
• Sequencing supports learning
• Democratic exchange results in informed judgement
• Methods of analysis address complexity
• Mass comms builds shared public narrative

It is not yet PSC, but could evolve to this in the future.



Discussion / Q&A

Where might Participatory 
Systems Change be most 
helpful in the context of your 
work?
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Stay in Touch
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Martin.Carcasson@ColoState.EDU 

David Kahane
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Robin Prest 
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Full Participatory Systems Change report:
http://www.sfu.ca/dialogue/watch-read-discover/participatory-systems-c
hange.html 
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